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Abstract: The opportunities for data collection in smart cities and communities provide new ap-
proaches for assessing risk of roadway components. This paper presents and compares two different
methodological approaches for cycling safety assessment of objective and perceived risk. Objective
risk was derived from speed and direction profiles collected with Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) and camera installed on an instrumented bicycle. Safety critical events between cyclists
and other road users were identified and linked to five different roadway components. A panel of
experts was asked to score the severity of the safety critical events using a Delphi process to reach
consensus. To estimate the perceived risk, a web-based survey was provided to the city bicyclist
community asking them to score the same five roadway components with a 4-point Likert scale. A
comparison between perceived and objective risk classification of the roadway components showed a
good agreement when only higher severity conflicts were considered. The research findings support
the notion that it is possible to collect information from bicycle probe data that match and user
perceptions and thus, utilizing them to take advantage of such data in advancing the goals of in
smart cities and communities.

Keywords: cycling; survey; safety critical events; perceived risk; objective risk; Delphi procedure

1. Introduction

Mobility plays a fundamental role in smart cities and cycling is identified as one of
the most relevant factors being a sustainable and active mode of transportation. In fact,
cycling is globally sustainable, in terms of environmental damage, public health and social
costs [1]. Cycling can be encouraged both by providing well-designed and safe cycling
infrastructure connected to the overall network and by promoting it in terms of advertising
the safety of cycling.

It is well established that the success of the increase in the use of bicycles is possible
both due to the presence of cycle infrastructure (safe, convenient and connected) but
also by policies that promote their use (such as for example the adaptation of offices
with the provision of showers) [2]. Safety and comfort are two aspects that the bicycling
environment should provide [3]. Past research has shown how the presence of cycle
infrastructure, pavement conditions and road safety conditions play a fundamental role in
encouraging cycling [4–11].

Worldwide, the crash risk for cyclists decreases if they use cycle infrastructure (e.g.,
cycle routes, cycle lanes, cycle paths, cycle tracks) when compared with cycling on road
with traffic. The lack of quality infrastructure is one of the main obstacles to cycling safety
and use, as past research has shown [5,12].

In most cities of Europe, North America, and Australia, cycling increased significantly
from 2019 to 2020, despite the COVID-19 pandemic, with an accompanying increase in
bicycle sales (e.g., +20% in Italy, +20% in the UK, +27% in France, +17% in Germany, +39%
in the USA, and +23% in Australia) [13]. This increase is indirectly linked to a loss of
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passengers in public transport, who avoided public transit during the pandemic because of
been frightened by crowded trains and buses. A survey carried out in Sicily showed high
preference in increased use of micromobility post lockdown; a trend especially true among
public transport users and remote work supporters [14]. Additional data from consumer
surveys reiterate the continued reduction of public transport use because of increased cy-
cling. Government support for expanding and improving cycling infrastructure, programs
and policies can certainly ensure that cycling continues to increase.

A report from the European Parliament pointed out that 36.2% of Europeans travel
less than 10 km; therefore, walking and cycling can be a feasible option, but the road
infrastructure is not adequate to accommodate these modes [15].

Decisions to cycle may be guided more by subjective perceptions than objective
empirical data [16,17]. It is well established that the probability of an adverse event (for
example the occurrence of a crash) and the extent of the consequences (for example the
severity of the injury) contribute to the determination of the risk. Such risk perception varies
according to individual characteristics (age, sex, attitude) as well as social and cultural
conditions [18]. The subjective perception of risk depends on factors related to traffic
characteristics (e.g., volume and speed), the presence of dedicated cycling infrastructure,
as well as the characteristics of the cyclist (e.g., age, experience) [19,20]. Roads with cycle
tracks are considered safer by cyclists than shared traffic roads. As a compromise of these
two extremes, the cycle lanes are safer than shared traffic roads but less safe than cycle
tracks [21].

It is important to consider these perceptions, as they can significantly encourage or
discourage cycling [22,23]. In fact, even in the presence of safe cycling infrastructure,
people could choose not to ride a bicycle if there is a discordance between the objective
and the perceived risk [11].

This paper investigates the observed objective and perceived subjective risk in selected
roadway components in the municipal of Catania, Italy.

Using both quantitative and qualitative research methods, the aim of this research
is to estimate correlations between the two methods and their capability to identify and
classify sites with high risk situations for cyclists, by using observed traffic conflicts and
users’ opinions to be used as a surrogate method for estimating bicycle safety and crashes.

The paper is organized as follow:

• Explanation of the study area and road infrastructure
• Assessment of the objective risk related to road infrastructure components and a

Delphi procedure to improve the safety critical events (SCE) classification utilizing
expert judgment

• Assessment of the perceived risk by users in different road infrastructure using a
web-based survey

• Analysis and comparison of the objective and perceived risk to rank the safety perfor-
mance of different road infrastructure in cycle paths

• Conclusions with lessons learned and recommendations

Figure 1 shows the workflow of the research effort undertaken.
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Figure 1. Data collection and analysis flowchart.

2. Study Methods
2.1. Explanation of the Study Area and Road Infrastructure

The city of Catania is the second largest city in Sicily located on the east coast, facing
the Ionian Sea. It has a population of 320,000 inhabitants. The subtype Köppen Climate
classification for this climate is “Csa” (Mediterranean climate): it has hot summers, but
winters are mild with cold nights.

According to the TomTom Congestion Index [24], Catania is in third place among
Italian metropolitan areas with population greater than 800,000 with average daily con-
gestion level of 23% (reaching 31% in the mornings and 41% in the evenings), despite
the COVID-19 severe restrictions during 2020. Therefore, Catania provides good weather
environment for cycling, but unfortunately, due to the area topography and location on the
slopes of the Etna (the highest volcano in Europe with 3300 m), and the lack of effective
transport policies for cycling, Catania has a limited network of bicycle facilities (tracks,
lanes, and shared facilities) less than 8 km. On the other hand, the attractiveness of cycling
for health and environmental reasons is encouraging more people to use bicycles for daily
and recreational purposes. The increase in bicyclist mobility coupled with the lack of ap-
propriate bicycling infrastructure could pose significant safety concerns and it is a critical
issue in transport policies due to the potential for increased number of severe crashes.

The most used cycling route in Catania was used in this study because it offers a
variety of different road characteristics. Moreover, this is the longest route in the city and
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it is heavily used both as recreational and commuter route. The aim of the study was to
evaluate roadway components that have the potential to demonstrate different safety levels
and conditions and examine whether the approaches used for estimating the perceived and
objective safety classifications could produce similar outcomes. The test route in composed
by: (a) a cycle track, a two-way cycle lane, 2.0 m wide and 2.4 km long, divided from the
vehicular traffic lanes with a curb; (b) a 5-leg roundabout, with a non-circular shape; and
(c) a shared bicycle and bus lane, 3.5 m wide and 1.0 km long, separated by road marking
from the vehicular traffic lanes (Figure 2). Crossroads and traffic signals are located along
the entire cycling route. It should be noted here that the cycle track termini are considered
separate, as the cycle track terminates at both ends in traffic and this can pose specific
safety concerns and issues.
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2.2. Risk Assessment

One of the main restraints for cycling is the perceived lack of safety conditions. There-
fore, both for protecting the vulnerable bicycle users and increasing the attractiveness
of cycling, it is imperative to effectively identify hazardous conditions and sites to be
improved. The study approach was to analyze the capability to identify at-risk conditions
for bicyclists using two different methodologies as an assessment technique to identify
objective and perceived hazards.

2.2.1. Objective Risk

Underreporting of crashes is a cause of concern because crashes involving cyclists
have the lowest probability of being reported to the police especially when they are single-
vehicle crashes [25]. Observational studies usually do not suffer from this distortion. The
traffic conflict technique (TCT), which is based on field observation, is a very capable
methodology and allows for describing the interactions between road users involved in
a critical traffic safety event and not just in a crash. With this technique, it is possible to
evaluate critical safety events (SCE) as “situations that require a sudden and evasive maneuver
to avoid an accident or to correct unsafe acts performed by the driver himself or by other road
users” [26]. To identify SCEs in cycling paths an instrumented probe bicycle (IPB) was used
that was furnished with cameras, accelerometers and Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) to collect data. Several studies with IPBs have been proposed around the world
(e.g., [3,27–29]) to capitalize on new opportunities for data collection offered in smart cities
and communities. Information collected by IPB is generally divided into two all-purpose
classes: internal and external information. Internal information is related to the motion
characteristics of the bicycle (e.g., speed, acceleration, direction) or to direct influences
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on the bicycle (e.g., applied forces and torques), while the external information includes
factors within the surrounding environment that indirectly affect the ride of the cyclist,
especially in the presence of other road users. For the aims of this research, the combination
of bicyclist tracking of speed and direction (internal) and video recording (external) were
used to identify and classify the safety critical events. More specifically, speed and direction
were available in GNSS NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) string, as speed
in knots and heading in radiant, respectively.

2.2.2. Perceived Risk

Risk perception is a multidimensional phenomenon that utilizes the judgment of
various road users on the likelihood of being involved in something unpleasant [9,30–32].

There are various methodologies to measure it and among these, the most common
is the use of surveys. These contain elements that describe certain traffic behaviors or
situations and ask participants to assess the likelihood of a negative outcome or express
their perceived risk level [33,34]. In fact, the purpose of a survey is to allow the survey
administrator to obtain a general conclusion (generalization) about a population on a
specific topic.

This approach is necessary when the importance of a result depends on how widespread
the result is. For this reason, a web-based survey was developed to solicit responses on
cyclists’ attitudes and opinions on bicycle infrastructure. In modern Smart Cities and
Communities, web-based surveys ensure that researchers gather and analyze information
quickly and flexibly [35].

3. Assessment of the Objective Risk
3.1. Data Collection and Traffic Conflict Identification

For the collection of internal and external cycle data, an IPB (Figure 3) was equipped
with a GNSS-video system (Video Vbox Lite®, Buckinghamshire, UK) and a smartphone [36].
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Figure 3. Instrumented bicycle.

The Video Vbox Lite (VVL) provided GNSS NMEA data (latitude, longitude, elevation,
speed, heading) with a frequency of 10 Hz synchronized with a video recording from two
cameras. One camera recorded the front view of the cyclist while the other one was rear-
facing. Video recording was used to identify SCEs as a situation in which the bicyclist
approaches another road user in space and time to such an extent that there is risk of
collision if their movements (i.e., trajectories) remain unchanged [26,37]. The smartphone
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was used as supplementary system to record GNSS NMEA data with a 1 Hz frequency and
tri-axial accelerations at 50 Hz sampling rate.

In cyclist safety assessment, SCEs have the potential to assist in early detection of
high-risk areas and to mitigate both real and perceived safety issues, thereby enabling
increased ridership and bicycle use. A crash is a relatively rare event when compared
to the number of near miss incidents that can be more effectively collected also in short
time. Moreover, near misses are more frequently experienced by cyclists and significantly
associated with observations of traffic hazard, which ultimately affect whether and how
often people cycle [21,38,39]. Thus, collecting SCEs data allows for bigger data sets to
be generated and enables earlier detection of problematic areas supported though robust
statistical analysis [40,41].

Ten cyclists participated in the research test rides. There were eight males and two
females, aged between 27 and 65 (40% over 40 years old), and there was a uniform dis-
tribution of cycling experience between more and less experienced cyclists. No training
was required, and cyclists were instructed to ride in a normal manner using the instru-
mented bicycle. Each participant rode for approximately 30 min. The test was performed
in daylight and good weather conditions avoiding congestion during peak traffic hours.

The research team processed the videos and carried out the event detection with
direct observation of the video that was recorded during the test. A SCE was defined as
the interaction between the cyclist and another user requiring the bicyclist to perform an
evasive maneuver (i.e., braking, swerving).

For each SCE, the following were reported (Figure 4):

• Information about the event including ID user, test date, opponent, localization, GPS
coordinates, maximum and minimum speed during the event, speed variation and
event duration;

• Video screenshots during the duration of the event;
• Speed profile and derived longitudinal acceleration profile (for a time interval of 4 s)

identifying the event with a boxed area (Figure 5);
• Heading profile and derived transversal acceleration profile (for a time interval of

4 s) identifying the event with a boxed area (Figure 6). The heading represents the
absolute direction (360 degrees) in which the cyclist is moving.
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Figure 6. Transversal acceleration profile and heading profile (SCE in the blue box time window).

A total of 49 SCEs were identified in the video records (Figure 7) and confirmed by
the test riders during the follow-up interview. Among the three areas, the shared bicycle
and bus lane showed the highest numbers of conflicts (34.6%), followed by the cycle
track (21.2%) and the roundabout (19.2%). The cycle track termini showed low number of
conflicts. It is worth noting that conflicts in the cycle track are between bicyclists and other
road users crossing the lane mainly from side access.

3.2. Data Analysis and Conflict Classification

To validate the study, a panel of five international experts in cycling safety was
assembled to review the conflicts and assess the severity of the evasive maneuver (braking
and/or swerving) examining the 4-s video recording and data profiles (Figures 5 and 6).
Ratings were given using a 4-point Likert scale without ties to force a decision: the scale
was “Very Low”, “Low”, “Medium” and “High” severity. A multi-round Delphi process
was used to achieve consensus among the panel members and improve the reliability of the
panel answers. The Delphi method tries to improve the opinions of a panel of experts to
reach a decision based on sharing the information of the prior evaluations to all members.
The technique uses an iterative feedback procedure in two or more rounds; in the second
and later rounds of the survey, the outcomes of the preceding round are given to the
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members as feedback. Therefore, from the second round onward, the experts’ answers are
influenced by the opinions of the other members. In fact, it is supposed that during this
procedure the range of the answers will decline, and the group will converge towards the
“correct” answer.
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In the first round, using the video and profile analysis, each expert scored subjectively
each SCE, as previously explained. After this round, the experts were provided with
an anonymized summary of all scores from the previous round. Experts were asked to
review their earlier answers considering the replies of other panel members and provide
an adjusted score or retain their original score.

To evaluate the improvement in the consensus of the panel the inter-rater agreement
(IRA) statistics was used to compare the extent to which the responses of the 5 independent
raters are concordant in the different rounds, as the answers are measured using a Likert-
type scale [42,43]. To that aim the usefulness of IRA is that it provides a single value of
agreement for each rating target, thereby facilitating identification of units of raters who
are at higher or lower agreement [44]. For use on single-item scales, the IRA statistic awg
was used [45]:

awg = 1 −
[(

2 ∗ S2
x

)
/S2

mpv/m

]
, (1)

with S2
mpv/m =

[
(H + L)M − M2 − H ∗ L

]
∗ [k/(k − 1)] where S2

mpv/m the maximum pos-
sible variance given k raters, M is the observed mean rating, and H and L are the maximum
and minimum discrete scale values, respectively.

The advantage of awg is that the value may vary between −1 and +1, where −1.0
indicates maximum disagreement, 0 indicate consensus only by chance with the observed
variance at 50% of the maximum variance, and +1.0 indicate perfect agreement, making
simple the interpretation. To evaluate the change of consensus from the first to the second
round of the Delphi procedure, the values of awg were calculated and positive results were
obtained because the value increased from 0.59 to 0.81. The IRA statistic provides the
magnitude of the increase in the consensus from the former to the latter round, showing
that the process was successful in training the panel members and no further rounds
were needed.

4. Perceived Risk

A web-based survey was developed to collect responses about bicyclist attitudes and
opinions on the perceived safety of bicycle infrastructure. The survey contained five parts:
demographic questions, questions about bicycle usage and impediments to bicycling, a list
of items that would help increase the use of bicycle as a transport mode, and a series of
elements that could be useful in a smartphone app. The results of this survey have been
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widely discussed in previous works [5,12]. The survey also contained a section that is of
interest for the present paper because it required respondents to rate the safety of selected
intersections and routes in the city of Catania. A total of 78 responses were collected
though the web survey coming from both members of an Italian cyclist association and
other cyclists in Catania. The sample size may be considered appropriate for a margin
of error of 10% at a significance level of 95% as derived using the following estimation
formula [46]:

n = Z2P(1 − P)/d2 = 72 (2)

where for

n = minimum sample size,
Z = Z statistic =1.96 for a 95% level of confidence
P = 0.25 expected proportion
d = 0.1.

The sample was composed by 70% of males, 28% over 40 years old and 51% between 27
and 40 years. Seventy five percent of the respondents declared a medium/high frequency
in cycling. The two samples of test rider and survey participants can be considered
homogeneous. Anyway, the two samples are not necessarily correlated because the in-field
test was carried out to collect SCEs while the survey collected opinions.

Answers were recorded using a 4-point Likert scale without ties to force a decision.
The scale was “Very Safe” (4), “Safe” (3), “Unsafe” (2), and “Very Unsafe” (1). The summary
statistics of the survey is reported in Table 1. Rank 5 indicates the safest and 1 the most
unsafe. Only the cycle track received a safe average score close to 3 (2.81). The worst
site was considered the roundabout followed by the shared bicycle-bus lane and cycle
track termini.

Table 1. Summary statistics.

Site Category Count Mean Median Standard
Deviation Risk Rank

Cycle track termini 157 2.03 2.0 0.88 2

Roundabout 78 1.89 2.0 0.84 1

Signalized intersections 464 2.13 2.0 0.76 4

Cycle track 78 2.81 3.0 0.82 5

Bicycle and bus shared lane 78 2.08 2.0 0.75 3

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was used to assess how well the set of answers in the
survey give consistent results. Because alpha is equal to 0.72 and it was larger than 0.7, it
can be assumed that the survey represents a reliable set of variables [45].

Moreover, to determine whether the medians of the five roadway components noted
in Table 2 are significantly different from each other, the non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis
test [47] was performed (Table 2). As the p-value is less than 0.05, there was statistically
significant difference among the medians at the 95.0% confidence level.

Table 2. Kruskal–Wallis test.

Site Category Sample Size Average Rank

Cycle track termini 157 499.143

Roundabout 78 406.647

Signalized intersections 464 537.878

Cycle track 78 733.571

Bicycle and bus shared lane 78 469.41
Test statistic = 68.7314, p-Value < 0.01.
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5. Comparison and Discussion of Observed and Perceived Risk

The aim of the paper is to assess and compare the objective and perceived risk that
could be used to analyze the safety performance of different roadway components as they
relate to bicyclist safety. The survey among cyclists returned a consistent rank of perceived
risk of the different bicycle infrastructure components as reported in Table 1.

The objective risk can be derived from the count and severity of traffic conflicts
recorded during the ride tests. The exposure to the occurrence of a conflict rises with the
time the bicyclist spends in the road section and therefore travel time was considered as an
exposure metric to normalize the conflict rate among different roadway components and
allow for comparisons. It is worth mentioning that the most theoretically correct measure
of exposure is the number of encounters or simultaneous arrivals at the same point of two
road users [46]. However, without an automated tool (e.g., camera surveillance) it is very
difficult to count simultaneous arrivals automatically and therefore travel time is the next
best measure of exposure.

The mean travel time of the bicyclists for each site was calculated from the data
recording and values are reported in Table 3, which also shows the total number of SCEs
and the number of events in the four severity scores assigned by the expert panel.

Table 3. Travel time and safety critical events severity values.

Site Category Travel Time (s)
SCEs in Different Severity Classes Total SCEs SCE Rate

(Total SCE/min)

Very Low Low Medium High

Signalized intersections 50 2 4 1 1 8 9.6

Roundabout 90 0 4 4 2 10 6.7

Cycle track termini 20 0 1 1 0 2 6.0

Bicycle and bus shared lane 300 1 10 6 1 18 3.6

Cycle track 470 1 6 3 1 11 1.4

Total 930 49 3.2

To allow for comparisons, because the SCE rate and subjective mean rating have
different scales and metrics, they were first normalized using their maximum value and
then standardized. Figure 8 showed the results accounting for all detected SCEs. It should
be noted that in Figure 8 the diagonal line represents the perfect correspondence between
the two-risk ratings. Results showed that generally, the perceived risk is higher than the
observed. Perceived and observed risk at the cycle track termini and at the cycle track
are consistent. Signalized intersections are perceived less dangerous than observed and,
on the opposite, the shared bicycle and bus lane and the roundabout are perceived to be
riskier than observed. Because data are dispersed around the equality diagonal, to better
investigate if SCE rate and subjective risk have a similar trend, a linear regression was
applied to test the goodness of fitting of the model using the R2 statistics. When all severity
classes of SCEs were considered, the model goodness of fit was relatively low (R2 = 0.32)
and did not correlate well the relationship between perceived and objective risk.

If the analysis is carried out only for the SCEs with medium and high severity
(Figure 9), the improvement in the correlation between perceived and objective risk was no-
table as highlighted by the increase in the goodness of fit (R2 = 0.64) and thus, underscoring
the good agreement between the two procedures.
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Figure 9. Observed vs. perceived risk for high/medium severity SCEs (higher values = higher risk).

For the medium and high severity SCEs, the perceived risk of signalized intersections
was the same as the observed while the observed risk of the roundabout increased. The
lower agreement between observed and perceived risk remained for the shared bicycle and
bus lane, while for the other roadway components the correlation was very strong.

6. Conclusions

All international bodies with responsibility in urban mobility, including the European
Commission, want to effectively incorporate cycling into connected and smart transport
modes and people are encouraged to walk and cycle more as sustainability moves up
in the political agenda [48]. When the share of vulnerable road users increases, road
safety becomes a top priority because 70% of reported road deaths in urban areas involve
Vulnerable Road Users (i.e., pedestrians, cyclists, and motorcycle riders). Among other
actions, safer road infrastructure with appropriate design of the urban cycling network
and identification of high-risk locations for safety improvements are considered among the
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pillars for safe mobility. This may be more imperative considering the increase in cycling
after the COVID 19 period and the potential for these changes to be permanent [15].

Lack of consistent data on traffic volume and crashes involving cyclists is a key
limitation for a reliable assessment of the safety performance of the urban road network
that cyclists also use. Smart mobility tools provide the opportunity to collect new type
of data involving the cycling community that is usually very active and collaborative, as
experienced in the development of the present study.

Using self-reporting perceived risk offers the advantage of a broader picture of safety
at the network level, and it is easy to collect. However, such data represent only the road
user’s perspective [25]. Detection of safety critical events with light technologies like GNSS
in smartphones is an alternative measure of more objective estimation of traffic safety
conditions that can make up for the lack of crash data.

This study applied and compared the two assessment approaches and aimed in
evaluating their reliability and agreement. Both samples were composed by cyclists of
different age, gender and medium/high cycling use: the web survey involved 78 cyclists
while the “on the road” test was carried out with about 3 h of bicycle tracking of 10 users.
All the collected data was geared to evaluate five different roadway components in the city
of Catania. The work presented here demonstrated that higher severity SCEs, identified
by tracking speed and direction profiles of the bicycle path, were in good agreement with
the perceived risk reported by the users, who participated in a web survey. Based on
the literature review conducted as part of this study, there is no prior research effort that
has compared such approaches. Therefore, the study results are encouraging about the
suitability of utilizing automated collection methods and the opportunity to collect data in
smart cities and communities, as they allow for detecting areas for critical safety events
and identification of them in order to improve cycling and support a safer cycling mobility.

It is worth mentioning that the risk score and ranking of the different road components,
are consistent with the literature (e.g., roundabout at the highest risk rank and cycle track at
the lowest), and thus allow for enriching the state of knowledge and further support prior
research. The goal of this study was to investigate tools applicable for the identification
of high-risk locations. In the same way, because the subjective risk may be related to the
user’s composing the sample in Catania, different risk perception could be expected from
other bicyclist communities with different attitudes and expectation in road infrastructure
quality. Even though the sample sizes of the two groups were suitable for the present
exploratory study, extending the survey to a larger population, increasing the observation
period of SCEs and testing the procedure in different sites and cities can be useful for
further studies and expanding the findings of the research.

This limitation does not affect the identification and estimation of objective risk that is
more critical and presents more challenges in cycling safety due to limited data collection
and analysis. The next steps of this research involve the investigation of algorithms
that can be applied for an automatic detection and classification of SCEs by using both
statistical tools (multivariate outlier detection) and artificial intelligence (e.g., classification
neural network).
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